
Yarrow Wristlet & Pouch 
 

You’ll love this versatile pattern. It’s a satisfying sew, has fun details, and makes a great gift! 

The Wristlet is perfect for running errands or using as a wallet in a larger bag. The Pouch is 

great for a smaller wallet or to keep small items organized - plus it's sooo cute! The Wristlet has 

an interior zippered pocket and card slots, and the Pouch has a pocket and one card slot to 

keep everything tidy and easy to find. 

 

Skill Level: INTERMEDIATE BAG MAKER!!!!! (having knowledge of zipper pouch construction 

will be helpful, confidence in topstitching and working with zippers is a must!) 

 

Approx. Finished Dimensions:  

Wristlet: 8 ¾” wide, 1” deep, 5” tall  

Pouch: 5 ½” wide, 1” deep, 4” tall  

 

Pattern—Yarrow Wristlet & Pouch by Noodlehead 

 

Materials & Supplies Needed:  Written on the back of the pattern  

Read the information on the pattern regarding recommended fabrics by Anna Graham 

(Noodlehead).   

 

Quilting Cotton Tip from Anna: 

For the Yarrow Pouch I used quilting cotton for both the exterior and linings. It does make for an 

overall lighter weight/less structured project (I recommend a bit heavier weight fabric for the 

Exterior fabric, but sometimes I can't resist a cute quilting cotton design like this one! I would 

recommend two layers of SF101 on the exterior if you go this route! Apply the first layer, but trim 

away the seam allowance first (the sides where the zipper gets applied uses a 1/4" seam 

allowance whereas the other two sides use a 1/2" seam allowance), then apply the second layer 

as the full size. 

 

Instructor Recommendations:  

□ Quilting Cotton and Cotton Canvas are also options for the exterior fabric.   

□ Fusible Woven Interfacing: SF 101.   

□ Medium Weight Interfacing: 987 Fusible Fleece.   

□ Hardware is given as ½” however ¾” can be substituted. 

□ For a stiffer Wristlet: try Decovil Light (Pellon 525) as the interfacing on the exterior. 

Remove ½” around the perimeter of the entire pattern template.  Trace and cut out (2)-left 

and right. Fuse to the center of the exterior pieces following the manufacturer’s directions 

on the Pellon 525. 

 

 

Supplies & Tools Necessary for Class:  

□ Sewing machine with appropriate thread, ¼” foot, zipper foot, edge (topstitch) foot, 

walking foot, and #14 Microtex needle  

□ Rotary cutter, rulers (6 ½” x 12” is a useful size), cutting mat for personal use  

https://shop.noodle-head.com/collections/pdf-sewing-patterns/products/yarrow-wristlet-pouch-pattern


□ Scissors and Thread snips  

□ Wonder clips; Pins 

□ Washout Marking pencils or pens; Frixion Pens or chalk to mark with  
□ Turning Tool 
□ Hot Hemmer (Optional) 
□ Pinking Shears (Optional) 
□ Irons and Large Cutting Mats (provided by store)   

Review the pattern for any additional supplies and tools. 
 

This is an all-day class. Feel free to bring something to eat and drink while you work on your 

project.   

 

HOMEWORK…. To ensure you finish the Yarrow Wristlet & Pouch on the day of the class, 

complete the following BEFORE arriving to class. 

 

□ Read through the directions on the pattern to familiarize yourself with the information. 

Use the cutting tips, cutting instructions and suggested cutting layouts as a guide. 

□ Decide if you are making the wristlet or the pouch. 

□ Cut out all the pieces using the cutting instructions as a guide. 

□ Use the suggested cutting layouts as needed. 

□ As you cut each piece, pin the label from the label page to the fabric.   

□ I recommend making freezer paper templates for each pattern piece.  Creating the 

reverse of the pattern is helpful.  Write the information onto the pattern piece. 

□ Prepare: Apply Interfacing --- Complete this section with one exception.  DO NOT fuse 

the SF 101 interfacing to the wristlet Card Slot. We will be reducing the bulk in the card 

slots during class. Using scraps, we will add SF101 to the pouch to provide stability to the 

card slot. 

□ Complete step 1: Make the wrist strap and strap holder. 

□ If you are making the wristlet, go to step 4 and make the front pocket following the 

directions. Complete 4.a – 4.b only. 

 

 

Bring the completed pieces (labeled), extra fabric and stabilizers to class.   

 

 

We will begin with Steps 2 and 3. 

 

 

 

       Enjoy, Mary 

 


